Going flat out to turn smart-home
vision into reality
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What if your home was clad in an outer skin that sucked in sunlight and made it into
electricity for the air-conditioner while keeping out noise and other pollution?
In a partnership between the National University of Singapore (NUS) and property
developer City Developments (CDL), two labs are being setup to see how it can be done.
The labs will look at how homes can be made more comfortable and energy-efficient, and
less vulnerable to everyday pollutants.
Technology they will test include solar panels not just on roofs but also walls and
windows, and systems to mask noise pollution.

CDL has donated $2.25 million to set up the labs– on the NUS campus –and to support
their research.
One of the labs, to be ready by December next year, will be called the NUS-CDL Smart
Green Home.
It will look at how different sounds, such as that of a breeze, can be introduced in a home
to mitigate the impact of noise from outside.
It will also try mounting haze monitoring and filtering devices on windows to keep indoor
air clean.
Smart materials and coatings – such as those that can prevent bathroom mirrors from
fogging as well as anti-oil stain finishes in the kitchen – will also be studied.
The lab will be designed as an apartment of about 100 sq m, and the public will be able
to visit and give feedback on the technologies.
Associate Professor Lee Siew Eang of the Department of Building, School of Design and
Environment, who is in charge of the Smart Green Home, said noise pollution due to
traffic, for instance, has worsened because buildings and roads are now nearer each
other.
Having an apartment-like lab will facilitate a true test of how well the technologies work.
“The test of their effectiveness is in people’s response and how people use them.”
The other lab, called NUS-CDL Tropical Technologies Laboratory, will be ready by this
December.
It will look at how to optimise the amount of energy obtained through solar panels by
integrating them with windows or vertical walls, among other technologies.
“Photovoltaic technology has been around for a long time. For us, the interest is not
entirely in the solar cell itself,” said Professor Stephen Lau from the School of Design and
Environment, Department of Architecture. “We might like to test those experimental solar
cells that come in different colours and install them in the building facade to enhance the
indoor ambience, similar to the effect of stained glass.”
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